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P R O C E E D I N G S
(Reporter's note:
Rosier,

Executive

Trustees Barton, Sandor, Pennoyer, and

Director

Ayers,

and

several

agency

representatives participated via teleconference from Juneau because
inclement weather conditions in Juneau prevented their travel to
Anchorage for the meeting.

Trustee Frampton and Alternate Trustee

Tillery participated in person in Anchorage, along with Director of
Operations Molly McCammon.

Tillery was the alternate for Attorney

General Bruce Botelho.)
(On Record:

9:10 a.m.)

MR. BARTON:

If

I

can

call

the

meeting

to

order.

Anchorage, can you hear us all right?
MR. FRAMPTON:

Mike, this is George Frampton.

MR. BARTON:

Yes, we can George.

Can you

hear us?

fuzzy, but we can hear you fine.

You're a little bit

I've been asked to chair the

meeting today, so, I'll do that, unless anybody else would like to
do it.

(Indiscernible)

Here in Juneau we have Commissioner

Sandor, Commissioner Rosier, Regional Director Pennoyer, and I'm
Mike Barton, Regional Forester for the Forest Service; there's Jim
Ayers, here in Juneau, along with a number of staff.

Who do we

have in Anchorage?
MR. FRAMPTON:

We have George Frampton, and Craig Tillery

sitting in for -- representing Bruce Botelho.
MR. BARTON:

Okay.

MR. FRAMPTON:

And some, most of the presenters for the
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morning presentations are here.
MR. BARTON:

I hope they're not going to use visual.

(Laughter)
MR. FRAMPTON:

Mike, you should know that the quality of

the sound at this end is not all that good, so, we'll not only have
to ask people in Juneau to speak up, but I think I've been asked to
ask the audience here in Anchorage to be particularly quiet so that
others can hear when you folks in Juneau are talking and it's
coming in here on the mike.
MR. BARTON:

All right, and we'll try to do that, and

if at any time you can't hear us or can't understand us, just
interrupt.

First order of business is approval of the agenda, and

I would ask if there are any changes that anyone wishes to make to
the agenda?
MR. PENNOYER:

Yeah, it's Steve Pennoyer.

I have one

addition -- item at some point, and I'm not sure where it fits on
the agenda.

There is a request from Fish and Game and NOAA to

include funding for a -- it's a publication of the marine mammal
fundings relative to the Exxon spill damages that's a problem.
And, I would vote it go on the agenda somewhere under the work
plan, I suppose, but if you want to just add this item, I'll bring
it up at the appropriate time.
MR. BARTON:
changes?

Go ahead.

Any objection?

Any other

Yes, Mr. Sandor.
MR. SANDOR:

Yeah, I do have a resolution upon -- for

appreciation for Attorney General Cole (indiscernible).
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MR. BARTON:

We're

microphones. Just a minute.
you vote for the changes.

going

to

try

to

rearrange

the

All right we'll work that item in if
Any other changes or additions?

All

right, if there aren't any further, then the agenda is approved as
modified.

Second item of order of the day, I'll ask the Executive

Director to (indiscernible).
MR. AYERS:

Mr. Chairman.

You mentioned visuals and

there are a number of visuals that are going to -- to happen in
Anchorage today.

I have a packet here of -- that includes the

agenda, revised, as well as a copy of the overheads that will be
presented at various times.
members here.
made.

Let me pass those out to the various

If we need more copies, we'll get some more copies

The agenda, obviously -- although -- will stay fairly

consistent, the format is changed somewhat due to the weather.

The

agenda shows that the morning will be spent on briefings and
reports, and our effort there is to bring everyone essentially to
the same place.

It's our purpose to provide the background and any

action necessary to move forward with the comprehensive approach
that the Trustees have directed at the previous meeting.

The

finance committee reports, that was on the previous agenda, Walt
Sheridan has -- is available and there's copied there and here.
The -- the -- I think the efforts of the finance committee report
is in that document, and if we need to get into additional detail
about that, perhaps the best thing to do is have people review that
financial report, and with regard to substantive balance we are in
the process of developing that.

There are three things that need
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to happen, that is a resolution of the actual balance in the
court's fund, the funds that are being held by the courts, combined
with the actual balances that are remaining, unspent in each of the
respective agency accounts.

Our current information, suggests that

there is approximately eighty-eight million six hundred thousand.
There are some reviews of individual agency balances and a -- and a
court review that needs to be accomplished in order for us to bring
an exact dollar amount.

But those -- those reports are available

in Anchorage, as I understand it, and Walt does have copies here.
(Indiscernible - poor teleconference quality)

And the court

balance, and according to those balances that we know of today,
were also in the packet that was mailed out.
MR. PENNOYER:

Mr. Chairman.

MR. BARTON:

Yes, Mr. Pennoyer.

MR. PENNOYER:

The court balance you're referring to --

the eighty-eight six -- is that -- that has -- on any obligations
for this fiscal year taken out of and that's what is available
apparently for our consideration preservation in this '94 work
plan.
MR. AYERS:

At this point, perhaps I could ask Walt

and Mark Brodersen together to try and give us an answer to that
specific question.
MR. BRODERSEN: The

balances

that

are

shown

on

the

financial statement are not taken into account at all in the work - definite work up.
MR. AYERS:

The court balance of eighty-six five
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ninety-seven six thirty-nine that was in a three page document that
-- that was in your packet, includes as I understand it, an
obligated balance to the state of three point six million, but that
includes the state.

It does not necessarily include the balance of

the respective federal agencies.
MR. BARTON:

Craig.

MR. AYERS:

Well,

there

would

be

another

--

approximately three point two million dollars of federal agency
balances upon top of the eight-six five ninety-seven.

And, again,

from the concept of working with the state and federal agencies,
and what I will do is, as we finalize that with both -- with each
respective part of the management's budget, we will send you the -the final details of the September 30 balance.

But the eighty-six

five

does

ninety-seven

six

thirty-nine

fifty-one

not

include

respective balances in the federal agencies.
MR. BRODERSEN: What are the things for '92?
MR. AYERS:

As it states, Mark Brodersen is pointing

out, the state balances as fiscal year '93, that was fiscal year
'94.

for

all

MR. PENNOYER:

Mr. Chairman.

MR. BARTON:

Mr. Pennoyer.

MR. PENNOYER:

My question though was does that account

the

obligations

that

we've

made,

for

early

start-up

projects, any lands (indiscernible) promised for this year?

Is

this basically an unobligated balance?
MR. AYERS:

No.

It would
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-- part two.

That is the

other item that I am -- I am attempting to ferret it out at this
point.

There

are

obligations

remaining

from

the

Seal

Bay

acquisition, there are additional obligations against this balance
that are -- are appropriate -- that are authorizations that the
Trustee

Council

has

made,

and

it

does

not

include

obligation of reimbursement under this consent degree.

a

future

Now those

do not necessarily have to be counted against this obligation,
specifically, but there is some portion of the reimbursement, and
in particular, an amount that is going to the mitigation account of
the -- Alaska.

It does not have that total liability in there, so

whatever current claim that we might make against that liability,
and that is primarily because the total of that obligation going to
the mitigation account is not -- not finally determined.

The way

that you have handled it in the past is actually a payment to the
mitigation account directly from the Exxon payment to the court, as
it happened.

Craig Tillery is on line, and he may want to explain

that, if you'd like to get into details.

So, this balance, again,

as quickly as we can get our arms around it, we will give you a
more appropriate financial statement, but the financial statements
would include the obligations of the -- of the reimbursement, as
well as prior commitments of the Trustees.

By prior commitments,

again, you are -- there's -- I believe, I don't have the exact
number in front of me, if somebody has it -- there's an obligation
of some eight plus million dollars, plus interest, owing on the
Seal Bay acquisition.

That is -- if that is to be made in three

payments, three annual payments in the future, but there is an
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obligation there.

There's also the obligation in the mitigation

account, and there may be a prior authorization that I'm currently
now aware of.

We're now reviewing all now reviewing all the

previous actions so that we can give you the financial statement
that shows the balance, the obligations against that balance, and
then future payments.
MR. PENNOYER:

Thank you.

MR. AYERS:

Of course, but we are not there.

There

also is the '92-'93 projects update that the Trustees had asked for
at the previous meetings.

What projects have we spent money on and

where -- what is the status of those projects.

The '92-'93

projects update and (indiscernible) you will see that projects are
still in the revised status, even back as far as '92, and we will
be working with the individual investigator -- project investigator
-- and appropriate agency to resolve the issue of final reports on
those projects.

But there is a status report on each and every

project.
MR. BARTON:

Yes, Mr. Pennoyer.

MR. PENNOYER:

Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate that effort

and -- but there is some -- complicated has reviewed the '94 work
plan,

so

I

presume

somebody

would

be

prepared

to

relay

any

pertinent information from this update status, as we consider
projects and funding in '94?
MR. AYERS:

Yes ...

MR. PENNOYER:

Thank you.

MR. AYERS:

Dr. Spies is in Anchorage, I assume.
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MR. FRAMPTON:

He is here.

MR. AYERS:

Okay.

And he has worked with Rebecca

Gilbert as well as Eric Myers and Bob Loeffler in putting this '92'93 project report together.
MR. PENNOYER:

Thank you.

MR. AYERS:

There's not -- there's an opportunity for

the public to comment from 1:00 to 2:30.

There is a ongoing

comment -- submission regarding the various projects.

We're going

to begin the comment period with a summary of any and all actions
that have been taken, and due to the high level public interest,
we're going to ask that individual comments be limited to three
minutes each.

We have put that information out in the LIO.

We

will have timer available, but in order to be fair, we want to make
sure people understand that there will be a three minute time
limit.

We're going to into discussions of the work plan itself,

and -- and let me say that everyone will have a -- should have a
copy

at

this

authorization.

point

of

the

Executive

Director

recommended

I think that was in the packet that I handed out a

few minutes ago with the slides, with a copy of the overheads that
are going to be in Anchorage.
MR. PENNOYER:

Mr. Chairman.

MR. BARTON:

Mr. Pennoyer.

MR. PENNOYER:

I took a lot of notes on the draft we had

faxed out to us -- the fax that was originally is that different
than the one you just passed out?
MR. AYERS:

There are only two substantive changes in
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-- in this draft, part of them the title of project '259, was a
project that we're recommending for approval, and the spread sheet
now shows this, and I -- the previous spread sheet had a problem on
'259.

Project '320 is a project that -- primarily the title change

is the Prince William Sound system investigation and focus, and -and that particular project and recommendation more accurately
reflects both the work and the considerations that I think must be
accomplished before we move forward with actual appropriations.
The recommendation is the same, which is to approve the project at
a specific amount with the various parts of that project included.
So, those are the only two changes in that new packet.
MR. PENNOYER:

Thank you.

MR. AYERS:

My recommendation in the afternoon, and I

-- you -- perhaps we need to think about it now or as we go along,
my recommendation will be to develop a consent of projects or
recommendations that everyone generally agrees to, and separate
those projects that have NEPA compliance costs and those which,
generate further discussions.

And, I have a list of those which

generally speaking, there's -- it shown on your spread sheet, those
that

have

compliance.

--

that

require

environmental

assessment

or

NEPA

And, my opinion is you want to discuss those about how

to proceed with those, as well as the three or four major issues,
one being habitat protection, the other being long-term monitoring
research effort that includes the reserve consideration, and I am - I'll be reporting about that under endowment, and the third is
the issue of providing monitoring research/necessary
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infrastructure, which includes the Institute of Marine Science in
Seward.

So, those are the three primary ones that I think

obviously need further discussion, as well as the items of the -those items requiring NEPA compliance.
MR. BARTON:

Mr. Pennoyer.

MR. PENNOYER:

As you structure that, but I don't think

it's going to be necessary to go down to project by project as
(indiscernible)

naturally

approved

recommendations on the other projects.

the

funding

or

your

We'll have the -- we'll

(indiscernible - poor teleconference quality)
MR. AYERS:
is.

I -- I think it's whatever your pleasure

Obviously, if we're going to do it that way, we don't need to

try and do a consent agenda and a -- but -- by the way, I think
(indiscernible) said do we hear more this morning then people may
decide that that's what they want to do is go project-by-project.
With that said, let me say our goal, as I understand it, is to try
to conclude our agenda by tonight.

There is a 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.

for members of the public, again, to present public comments, and
in order to get all of this accomplished by that time, it's going
to take pretty strict adherence to the agenda.
process

of

moving

forward

with

a

comprehensive

We're in the
package

of

restoration, and this includes an ecosystem-based implementation
structure

of

general

monitoring and research.

restoration,

habitat

protection,

and

Now, we'll talk about that more within

the Executive Director's administration -- presentation.

That

concludes what I believe to be the essence of the various orders of
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the day that are going affect us.

There may be additional specific

items that people want to bring up, but essentially we're going to
try to adhere to a timetable in order to accomplish everything, and
get -- if we run into fairly significant bumps in the road, we'll
have to decide how we're going to deal with them, either separate
them or -- or move them to a later time.

I would say that

generally there -- there are obvious difficulties in some cases,
moving forward, because there are concerns that we don't have the
complete package in front of us, and we -- no one wants to be left
out.

Everyone has a particular vested interest and particular

philosophical interest, and I think everyone is seriously concerned
about the restoration effort and to which we make sure that the
interest of research and monitoring, including a long-term reserve,
be the extent to which we can accomplish habitat protection on a
broad spectrum, geographically, covering all the injured species,
the

extent

to

which

we

can

accomplish

before

providing

the

necessary infrastructure to accomplish both monitoring research, as
well as general restoration, are the basic discussions.

I think --

the various members of the public have expressed their concern,
that if we do one, we might not be able to do the other, and let me
say, that it's my understanding that you, all six Trustees, as well
as the -- representing both the United States and the State of
Alaska, are committed to a comprehensive approach, not one that
significantly is any less than a balanced approach that includes
habitat

protection,

restoration.

monitoring

research,

as

well,

general

That is the essence of the reports you're going to
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hear and what I will continue to talk about under the Director's
report.

That concludes my opening -- Mr. Chairman.
MR. BARTON:

Jim?

Is there -- is there any questions for

Hearing -- hearing none, we look forward to your help in

moving up through this agenda.

Maybe there's time (indiscernible).

The second item on the agenda consists of a variety of reports.
The first of which is from the Public Advisory Group -- Jim Cloud
and John French.
outdated agenda.

Okay, I'm informed that I'm working from an
(Laughter)

settlement monies.

So, the first report on the criminal

Neil Johannsen, Director of Alaska State

Forests and Edgar Blatchford, Commissioner of Alaska Department of
Community and Regional Affairs.

I don't know how you fellows are

going to want to do this, but have at it.
MR. FRAMPTON:

Mr. Chairman, it's George Frampton.

Neil

Johannsen is here at the microphone, Commissioner Blatchford is in
Juneau, so he's going to be ...
MR. POLAND:

He was called to Senate Finance.

I'm Pat

Poland, I'm the Deputy Director with DCRA and can give you a brief
update.
MR. FRAMPTON:

All right.

Pat Poland is going to sit in

for him and is sitting down at the microphone.
MR. BARTON:

Thank you.

MR. FRAMPTON:

So, Neil, you want to go ahead?

MR. JOHANNSEN: Thank you Mr. Frampton.

Chairman Barton,

members of the Trustees, audience, members -- excuse my back.
Neil Johannsen, Director State Parks.
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I'm

I'm going to try to present

a very brief, maybe Molly can sort of give me a signal when she
wants

me

to

rein

in

here,

but

a

brief

description

of

an

appropriation that was provided by the 1993 Alaska legislature in
Senate Bill 183, in which four point seven five million plus
interest that would accrue to the fifty million dollar criminal
settlement would be made available to Alaska State Parks for
various recreation projects.

I'd like to make a quick pause here

and quickly introduce a couple members of my staff who really are
the ones going to be handing the planning and the execution of the
projects as they -- as they shape up through our planning effort,
Ron Crenshaw and Jeff Johnson over here is the two individuals who
are

--

are

going

to

managing

this.

Again,

the

legislature

appropriated, if you look at the total estimated interest in
criminal

--

in

criminal

funds,

you

will

probably

be

in

the

neighborhood of about eight and a half million dollars, essentially
for recreation projects.

There were some specific statutory

language

use

that

guides

the

of

those

funds,

it's

for

the

construction or placement of recreational amenities, including
recreational

cabins,

trails,

mooring

floating docks and similar items.

floats,

mooring

buoys,

And, also for the acquisition of

sites, I read that as land, for the amenities that would restore
and enhance recreational services that were either diminished or
lost as a result of the Exxon-Valdez oil spill.

I'd like to --

we've got a graphic up there for the members of the Trustees and
Mr. Ayers in Juneau, sorry, which basically spells out the Exxon
criminal funds that are available on top, which is the approximate
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eight and a half million dollars, and also the use of the funds,
those are statutory language on how the money would be used.
Hopefully, members of the audience can see that.

We also -- I

would like to point out, we've got a map, if I could -- if I could
switch the audience over to the left and members of the Trustees
over to the right here, which for -- for the sake of kind of a
quick education -- in Prince William Sound and stretching over to
Resurrection Bay, we have a total of nineteen state marine parks,
and a lot of people were not aware of these, these are state lands
that were selected under Section 6(a) of Statehood Act, later the
legislature has dedicated two state marine parks.

Also, we have

additional units, the park system, which are off the map.

Most of

you are aware of the Kachemak Bay State Wilderness Park,

Kachemak

Bay State Park, Shumiak (ph) Island State Park, and other units
that stretch of to the -- to the west.

In total, probably a half a

million acres of state park lands which would be, I believe covered
by the terms of this -- this appropriation.

The legislature, in

appropriating the money, certainly gave us some statutory guidance,
but did not specifically identify where projects would be -- would
be done, be it the acquisition of land or the construction of
recreational amenities, and using that guidance and also primarily
the existence of -- of units of the state park system, we are
underway in a planning process, which is going to do several
things, complete master plans for state marine parks in the Sound,
for

Kachemak

Bay,

Caines

Head

(ph)

State

Resurrection Bay, Shumiak Island and other
18

Recreation

Area

in

units.

Also to develop the linkage criteria, what we would call

linkage criteria, to make sure that any project that we would
pursue would have that -- that important and necessary linkage to
recreational service that were lost or diminished by the oil spill.
And, once that planning process is completed and it's gone through
the linkage filter to -- to see the connection essentially between
the

oil

spill

and

projects

that

might

be

objectives, also maintenance and operations.

pursued,

various

It's important that

whatever would be built in particular, more so even in lands
acquired, whatever might be built, that we are in a position to
maintain and operate it, and then finally there will be a process,
and

this

will

all

involve

a

lot

of

coordination

and

public

involvement, I might point out, to essentially prioritized the
eligible projects before reaching a list of what we would call
approved projects.

In other words, we feel as if there's a fair

amount of coordination, being it with the Forest Service, the Park
Service, certainly a lot of organizations, public outreach, before
we will have a specific list of approved projects that we're going
to be pursuing.

I don't have a list of specific developments or

acquisitions to roll out of the hangar to show everybody this
morning.

Simply, that we are embarking upon a process that will

last through a good part of calendar year 1994 which will involve a
lot

of

coordination

with

the

Trustees,

with

other

agencies,

federal, state and local, and also public involvement that will
lead to that list of projects.

We are in the recreation business,

members of the Trustees, we are certainly aware and cognizant of
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the linkage that has to be specifically developed to injured
resources, but we are in the recreation business, and we are
hopeful that as we hit mid-summer to fall, we will have a list of
projects that we can work with you that we intend to pursue.

We

are your partners, basically, and that -- you guys have a lot more
money than we have, but we're still your partners here, and I know
that from time to time, recreation is kind of a controversial item.
We are in the recreation business, we intend to pursue recreation
projects, we intend to make sure there is a clear linkage to the
oil spill, and through that we expect to be at least your little
brothers in our partnership as we pursue our projects.
Barton,

members

of

the

Trustees,

that

would

Chairman

conclude

my

presentation, unless there is some questions.
MR. BARTON:

Any questions for Mr. Johannsen?

I'll

just say that we look forward to working with you, Neil, as the
Forest Service does, as you go forward.

I think there are a lot of

opportunities to develop in cooperative efforts.

I applaud your

talk here.
MR. JOHANNSEN: Thank you, Mike.
MR. BARTON:
Johannsen?

Any other comments or questions for Mr.

There was an individual representing Commissioner

Blatchford, I'm sorry, I'd didn't get -- please identify yourself
and proceed.
MR. PAT POLAND:
I'm

a

Deputy

Director

Regional Affairs.

Good morning, my name is Pat Poland.
with

the

Department

of

Community

and

Commissioner Blatchford was called away just
20

minutes
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before he was heading over here, to testify before Senate Finance
Committee on our departmental budget, so was unable to make it.

In

-- I will be very brief.
MR. AYERS:

You're cutting out bad, you need to go a

little slower and speak, try the edge of the microphone as Neil
was.
MR. POLAND:

Okay, is that better?

Today, with respect

to the five million appropriated for subsistence restoration, the
department

has

held

a

number

of

meetings

with

staff

of

the

Department of Natural Resources, and Law, and representatives of
the

communities,

Chugach

--

the

Commission and Chugach Corporation.

Chugach

Regional

Resources

What those meetings have

revealed to us is that there is a great disparity between the
understanding of the Oil Spill Trustee legal counsel and the
communities in terms of what is appropriate subsistence restoration
uses.

A major drawback or a major problem for the Department of

Community and Regional Affairs is that we have no particular
effect,

we

have

no

specific

appropriate subsistence uses.

expertise

in

terms

of

defining

We have a great deal of expertise in

terms of working with communities, in terms of getting the funds
actually dispersed and in the hands of communities, and getting
projects carried out.

We originally requested authority to use a

portion of the funds to hire somebody with a subsistence -- a
cultural anthropology background.

We were denied that by the

Office of Management and Budget and are currently seeking from the
Department of Law to have an attorney assigned that has a
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background in this field so that we can draft regulations that are
necessary to -- to get an invitation for projects out to the
communities and disbursed.

So, in short, the money is still

sitting there, no specific invitation for projects has been issued
to communities, and we're waiting assistance from the Department of
Law.

I'd be glad to answer any questions.
MR. FRAMPTON:

Thank you.

MR. BARTON:

Questions or comments for Mr. Poland?

MR. AYERS:

Yes, I -- I'd just like to say that I

Mr.

Ayers.

appreciate how quickly both Blatchford, and in this case Pat
Poland, and Neil Johannsen responded to our request.

I think Neil

Johannsen said it best, and that is that DNR, Division of Parks, is
in the recreation business.

Now, certainly it's my intention here

that what we're going to do is work with the Division of Parks and
-- and in coordination, as I understand it, hopefully with the
Forest Service, in looking at recreation, but certainly it is part
in that criminal settlement funds that were specifically identified
by the legislature under the House Bill 183 that ultimately funded
several

million

dollars

specifically

for

the

purposes

of

recreation, to restore and enhance those recreational services lost
or diminished by the Exxon-Valdez oil spill.

And so, we look

forward to working with them and certainly coordinating with them
in that effort.

The same is true with subsistence, and in both

cases I would say we appreciate the fact that the agencies are
working closely with the communities, which is one of our primary
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guiding

principles

involvement.

within

public

and

--

meaningful

public

And, we will work closely with the entities in

identifying these respective needs and appropriate strategies both
in

the

areas

of

recreation

and

subsistence.

So,

I

really

appreciate the fact that the agencies have come forward to work
with us.
MR. BARTON:
Poland?

Any other comments or questions for Mr.

Then, thank you, Mr. Poland.
MR. POLAND:

Thank you.

MR. BARTON:

Next, under reports is the Public Advisory

Group, James Cloud and John French.

Are you there?

MR. FRENCH:

This is John French, I'm here in Kodiak.

MR. BARTON:

Okay, how about James Cloud?

MR. CLOUD:

Yes, Jim Cloud's here.

MR. BARTON:

Okay, gentlemen, please, the stage.

Jim

why don't you go ahead.
MR. CLOUD:

Okay, I'll do that.

Morning ladies -- can

you hear me all right, Mike?
MR. BARTON:

Yeah, hold a little closer if you would

MR. CLOUD:

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

please.
I'm

Jim Cloud a member of the Exxon-Valdez Oil Spill Public Advisory
Group, and one of five representatives of the public-at-large.
Brad Phillips, the PAG chairman, is not available and he asked me
to report to you on the last meeting of the EVOS PAG.

On January

11th and 12th, twelve members met, representing fourteen PAG
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members, to review and comment on the projects of the 1994 work
plan.

Mr.

Ayers

was

absent

due

to

weather,

and

the

chief

scientist, Dr. Robert Spies, was unable to give his report.

The

public comment period lasted extraordinarily long, and we may have
to take the time limit advice of this group of three minutes in
order to get anything done in the future, and delayed our project
reviews until late in the day.

Public comments from the general

public covered the spruce beetle epidemic, a recreational project
for Whittier, and the Prince William Sound fisheries ecosystem
research planning group.

Charles McKee also tried to explain why

our country's currency was not any good.
(Laughter)
MR. BARTON:

I look forward to that.

MR. CLOUD:

The second day was dedicated to discussing

and voting on fifty-six projects.

In a marathon session, each

project was reviewed with a representative of the lead agency and
voted on by the PAG.

A yes vote was accompanied by a subjective

ranking of high, medium or low, and a no vote did not carry such a
ranking.

I believe Mr. Ayers has provided you with -- each with a

table summarizing the PAG evaluations, along with comments from the
Chief Scientist and Mr. Ayers.

Each project benefitted from frank

discussions by PAG members and questions of lead agency staff.

I

think you will find transcripts of the discussions enlightening, if
you haven't already had time to review them.
adjourned

after

PAG

passed

two

resolutions,

The session was
and

appreciation to Mr. Charlie Cole for his efforts.
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a

letter

of

If I may just

recap the results of the session and some of the general comments
that have -- were made over the course of two days.

Most of the

projects were approved by the PAG with varying degrees of ranks for
priority.

One project was rejected, two projects resulted in a tie

vote, and two passed by a margin of two votes or less.

To recap

these few unapproved projects or tie or close votes, under the no
category, project 94092, the killer whale monitoring project was
rejected with two yeses and eleven nos.

Under the tie category,

project 94126, habitat protection and acquisition fund, tied at six
to six, and project 94244, sea otter cooperative effort, well,
let's see, tied at six to six as well, I guess.

Under the close,

94083, monitoring oil and treated shores, just barely passed at
seven to six, and 94110, habitat protection data acquisition,
passed at seven to five.

Projects that we were advised had already

been funded by the Trustee Council, were not addressed by the PAG
in the interest of time, and frankly probably didn't matter what
our comments would have been, and additionally, projects that did
not have enough information or the budget was vague, or not yet
arrived at, such as project 94199, the Seward marine science
project, was not addressed and deferred by the PAG until more
adequate information was available.
the PAG reflected two concerns.

The two resolutions passed by

One, and I apologize, I don't have

copy of those resolutions, they weren't made available to me by the
time I prepared these remarks.

One was the intent of the PAG to

ask that Trustee Council to instruct staff to more closely monitor
the budgets of the various work projects and to look for ways that
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work projects could be more cost effective and coordinated.

And,

the

that

other

resolution

was

--

passed

the

other

resolution

unanimously.

The

--

other

and

that

--

resolution

was

a

resolution asking the Trustee Council to include in the 1994 work
plan thirty million dollars to start the process of an endowment or
a

reserve

for

future

qualified research.

year

funding

and

monitoring

and

other

General comments by PAG members throughout the

discussion covered three areas:

fiscal responsibility, habitat

acquisition and a high level of frustration with the process we
were -- found ourselves in for reviewing these work projects.
Under fiscal responsibility, there was considerable discussion
about the cost of the projects and concern that some projects may
be replacing work that is customarily done by government agencies,
but now being funded by the EVOS Trustee Council.
expressed

frustration

--

have

no

feather-bedding may be taking place.

way

of

Some members

determining

if

such

Some examples of questioned

projects that -- that were brought up from time to time are in the
project '92, the killer whale monitoring; project 159, the marine
bird and sea otter boat surveys; project 244, sea otter cooperative
harvest assistance; project 40, reduce disturbance near injured
murre colonies; project 216, Gulf of Alaska recreation plan;
project

419,

leave-no-trace

education

recreational information center at Portage.

program;

project

420,

Some members expressed

concern that poor coordination among agencies may be increasing
costs of carrying out the projects.

Members also expressed hope

that the ecosystem approach now being developed by staff and the
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administration may reduce duplicity in transportation, labor and
contracting

costs.

Under

habitat

acquisition

there

were

substantial comment made by several members evidenced by the tie
vote on project 94126, the habitat protection acquisition fund.

An

increasing number of PAG members have expressed concern over the
direction of habitat protection efforts.
subject

is

transcripts.

found

on

pages

293

through

The discussion on this
303

of

the

meeting

Several, under frustration -- several PAG members

have expressed concern of apparent lack of interest on the advice
and comments of the PAG members.

I read in the paper the other

day, I guess this is just an ongoing dilemma among public advisory
groups all over the state.

The -- with all the time and effort

dedicated by these people in the cost of holding meetings, some
wonder why they continue dedicating such effort if their advice
doesn't seem to be considered.

The PAG is often asked to consider

issues without adequate time to review the issues or projects or
with incomplete information.

Several PAG members expressed doubt

about the value of their comments when -- when having to address
these issues without adequate review or information.

Perhaps the

new administration will find a way to involve the PAG in a more
meaningful,

effective

manner.

In

closing,

I

believe

summarized some of the PAG comments and frustrations.

I've

However, on

behalf of Chairman Brad Phillips, I invite you to read these
transcripts, if you have not already done so.
MR. BARTON:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Cloud.

there anything you want to add?
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Mr. French, is

DR. FRENCH:

Following the PAG meeting, I represented

Chairman Phillips at a planning session that Executive Director
Ayers

had

convened

planning process.

to

implement

a

strategy

for

an

ecosystem

I'm sure he will discuss more about the details

of this, but I know it's in your packet.

I do think it's worthy to

note though that he did -- that the Public Advisory Group was
involved directly in this process and early on, and in that sense I
think that was a very productive meeting, both in terms of the
external scientists that were brought in and in terms of the input
from public members.

I think there were three Public Advisory

Group members that were invited to the meeting, only two of us
actually attend -- were able to attend.

I think the overall

discussion about the management structure of the ecosystem approach
was very positive, it was very open.
positive step forward.

It was -- it was a very

I would like to echo some of Jim Cloud's

concerns though, and that is the Public Advisory Group with respect
to project '199, the research infrastructure development project.
Not that we disagreed with this project, but that there was a whole
lot of -- there was generally a feeling that there was a whole lot
of misinformation floating around, and reading back through the
packet today and the rewrite of the project, I notice that there's
still -- aspects of the university, for example, I'll address that
because (indiscernible) probably knows best, but -- some are
assigned to one unit and some are assigned to another.

In reality,

the matter of the school -- the Kodiak Center and the Seward Center
are all parts of the School for Fisheries and Ocean Sciences and we
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all have equal research roles.

That may not historically sit well

with some of the Institutes of Marine Science folks, but it's
officially the case.

I also have a letter sent to you from the

President of the University, Jerome Komisar, I can either address
that now or wait until public comment.
MR. BARTON:

We -- we don't have that, Dr. French,

perhaps you can fax that to us here, and, Jim Cloud, if you have
something written, would you also fax that down here?

If we could

get you to do that.
DR. FRENCH:

The letter from the president was faxed to

your office ...
MR. BARTON:
Mr. Cloud's comments.

We do have the letter, but we don't have
The fax number would be 586-7840.

MR. FRENCH:

Would you like me to address that letter

at this point, or would you prefer me to wait until public comment.
MR. BARTON:

What's the consensus of the group?

MR. PENNOYER:

I'd like to hear it.

MR. BARTON:

Go ahead, Mr. French.

MR. FRENCH:

Okay.

Overall, as you know the University

of Alaska and the president -- its President Jerome Komisar, have
been intimately involved in the evolution of the Seward research
project, and this letter basically reiterates the support of the
University

of

Alaska

for

the

project,

but

he

also

wants

to

emphasize the fact that there has been long-term ongoing research
planning within the University of Alaska and within the School of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, and among other organizations such as
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the Cordova Center, and it -- in many cases this planning has made
it much more cost effective to take other approaches to developing
research infrastructure to just single -- simple consolidation of
everything into one place.

I mean, on the outset taking into

account nothing except restoration, you may even think that the
best, most logical -- if you can do it -- consolidate these
facilities in one place, such as Seward.
that's

taken

place,

both

within

the

However, with planning
university

and

between

agencies, and otherwise, there aren't opportunities available for
expenditure of more limited Exxon Valdez restoration funds to
accomplish the same task in a more efficient, cost-effective
manner.

Also -- President Komisar wishes to -- wishes to say -- I

guess really remind everybody that it takes -- the ecosystem
studies will take many years to accomplish, perhaps as much as many
decades, and it's for that reason the university strongly supports
the development of the reserve fund or endowment of some -- some
sort, and we feel very strongly that type of a fund is essential
for the accomplishment of the types of ecosystem studies that are
envisioned.
development

And,
of

--

that
of

--

the

university's

research

position

facilities,

is

that

infrastructure

facilities, such as those proposed for Seward, is a very positive
step forward.

The regional approach should be taken, including

consideration of the facilities in Kodiak and Cordova and other
locations in the state, and particularly in the bays, the one I
left out, and that the Trustee Council also give very serious
consideration for the establishment of an endowment or reserve
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fund.

That's all.
MR. BARTON:

Thank you.

Are there any questions or

comments of Mr. Cloud and Mr. French?
MR. SANDOR:
I have two questions.

Mr. Sandor.

Thank you for the -- the excellent report,
With respect to the resolutions that were

passed and the recommendations made, first, that I understood, it
was to instruct the staff to monitor the budget of each project, is
that correct?
MR. CLOUD:

Yes, that's correct, and look for ways to

complete the projects in a more cost-effective manner.
MR. SANDOR:

Yes, I'd like -- Mr. Chairman, to formally

move acceptance of that recommendation.
MR. BARTON:

Is there a second?

MR. PENNOYER:

Second.

MR. BARTON:

It's been moved by Mr. Sandor and seconded

by Mr. Pennoyer that we accept this recommendation.

Any comment?

Questions?
MR. PENNOYER:

My only comment, Mr. Chairman ...

MR. BARTON:

Mr. Pennoyer.

MR. PENNOYER:

... is that basically the mechanism to do

that is something that the Executive Director, I think, ought to be
-- working on and ought to be working on, as part of his financial
monitoring.

But, I guess I had the same problems as you in

(indiscernible) projects, funding -- simply and philosophically
we're told make sense, but it's practically impossible at that
level of review to actually assert that that's the exact right
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amount of money, and so on.
understand

PAG

is

But for on-going monitoring, and I

recommending,

I

think,

this

part

of

our

instructions to the Executive Director, and I think that we're just
reaffirming that.
MR. BARTON:

Any other comments?

Mr. Sandor.

MR. SANDOR:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

I agree with Steve

Pennoyer on -- on that point, but do believe it's worthwhile to reendorse this -- this recommendation, and I also, I guess, it's a
just a suggestion that it might be well to provide feedback to the
Public Advisory Group on how that was implemented.
MR. BARTON:
MR. PENNOYER:

Other comments or questions?

Mr. Chairman, I have one further questions on

the Seward institute, but I'm going to hold it until the next
presentation, I think which is on that point.
MR. SANDOR:

I have one other question.

MR. BARTON:

Mr. Sandor.

MR. SANDOR:

With regard to the second recommendation,

the thirty million for year funding, you know, reserve fund or
endowment, you had mentioned in the earlier recommendation that
that was passed unanimously.

What was the vote on the reserve fund

resolution, do you remember?
MR. CLOUD:

Yeah, I have it here, just a second.

MR. FRENCH:

I believe it was nine to seven.

MR. SANDOR:

Fairlc close, then.

MR. AYERS:

That's correct.

MR. CLOUD:

I think it was seven to five, John.
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